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Introduction: Green Star – Design & As Built Guidance
for Industrial Projects
Green Star is seeing increased uptake in the Industrial sector.
We’ve been working with asset owners, consultants and contractors find new ways to create sustainable outcomes in these buildings.
In particular, we’ve wanted to understand on how Green Star can best reflect these outcomes and what other information we can
provide to assist in these goals.
This guide provides a set of pathways for Class 7b or 8 Industrial facilities (and class 5 portions within the building) targeting a Green
Star – Design & As Built (all versions) rating. It can be applied to both speculative and tenanted projects. It aims to address key
barriers such as shorter timeframes, standard procurement and the cost of certification and capital works. It also seeks to maximise
opportunities such as the potential capacity for renewables and daylight, and provide clarity in areas of Green Star guidance that have
been ambiguous for the sector.

How was this guide developed?
We worked with industrial developers and asset owners to determine the additional guidance and pathways for the industrial sector.
We held multiple workshops and reviewed the questions that industry has submitted since the introduction of Green Star – Industrial
v1. By better understanding the drivers and the barriers to certification, We aimed to reduce time and cost barriers for industrial
assets.
During this phase, asset owners repeatedly stated that Green Star should be modified to meet the challenges of the sector better.
While Green Star is appropriate for most situations, industrial projects are simpler and have a smaller timeframe from development to
practical completion. The sector also noted:


There are opportunities to align Green Star further with an industrial project procurement process. The sector is also behind
the commercial one, and more knowledge needs to be developed to deliver these assets on the ground.



The simplicity of industrial buildings means that some modelling requirements are excessive. This same simplicity means
that additional prescriptive approaches, specific to the sector, are welcome.



The scoring of transport in Green Star is not relevant to the sector, as the location is chosen due to logistics, not staff
movement.

Taking on this feedback, the GBCA identified three key areas that could be addressed in an Industrial-specific guidance document:


Prescriptive pathways: options for industrial projects that do not require excessive modelling



Industrial-specific approach: pathways and compliance requirements that reflect the asset class



Clearer guidance: making clear the intent of criteria in an industrial asset context

The sector also noted that while sustainability is a growing trend in the industrial sector, the benefits of certifying to Green Star –
Design & As Built and Green Star - Performance are not yet widely known to investors, tenants, and council. To address this, we
invite you to read the GBCA companion publication ‘Green Star in focus: The business case for sustainable industrial buildings’.

What happens next?
With the release of Green Star Buildings and the introduction of sector-specific credits, the GBCA will continue to work with those
involved in delivering Industrial assets into the future.
If you have any other suggestions or feedback related to this guide or on how Green Star can continue to improve the industrial
sector, please contact us at greenstar@gbca.org.au

Jorge Chapa
Head of Market Transformation
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Nicole Sullivan
Senior Manager Green Star Solutions

Taryn Cornell
Green Star Technical Manager
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List of credits involved in this guidance
Category

Credit

Criteria

2. Commissioning and Tuning

2.2 Building Commissioning
2.3 Building Systems Tuning

Management

3. Adaptation and Resilience

3.1 Implementation of a Climate Adaptation
Plan

6 Metering and Monitoring

6.0 Metering
6.1 Monitoring Systems

8. Operational waste

8A Performance Pathway – Specialist Plan
8B Prescriptive Pathway – Facilities

Nominated spaces
Common Industrial Spaces
9. Indoor air quality

9.1 Ventilation System Attributes
9.2 Provision of Outdoor Air
9.3 Exhaust or Elimination of Pollutants

10. Internal noise levels

10.1 Internal Noise Levels
10.2 Reverberation
10.3 Acoustic Separation

11. Lighting quality

11.0 Minimum Lighting Comfort
11.1 General Illuminance and Glare
Reduction

Indoor Environment Quality

11.2 Surface Illuminance
11.3 Localised Lighting Control
12. Daylight and views

12.0 Glare Reduction
12.1 Daylight
12.2 Views

13. Indoor pollutants

13.1 Paints, Adhesives, Sealants and
Carpets
13.2 Engineered Wood Products

14. Thermal comfort

14.1 Thermal Comfort
14.2 Advanced Thermal Comfort

Energy
Transport
Materials
Emissions
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15. Greenhouse Gas Emissions

15H. Industrial projects
15I. On-site renewables pathway

17. Sustainable Transport

17C Prescriptive Pathway: Industrial

19. Life Cycle Impacts

19C Prescriptive pathway: industrial
19C.1 Life Cycle Impacts - Concrete

29. Refrigerant impacts

29.1 Refrigerant impacts
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Green Star – Design & As Built: Points analysis
For this guide, we reviewed the points targeted by industrial assets in Green Star – Design & As Built v1.1. We grouped these into:


Points targeted on 75% or more of projects,



Points targeted on 50-75% of projects, and



Points targeted on less than 50% of projects.

We analysed the points to help us understand three things:


To understand how industrial projects typically approach the rating tool.



To find out which of these credits were valuable and could be streamlined further



To identify credits that were not being targeted to consider whether new pathways were needed.

Points targeted on 75% or more of projects
The analysis showed that on average, 55 points were targeted by over 75% of projects in Green Star – Design & As Built v1.1.
Among those, we identified that the Building Commissioning credit, the Reference Building Pathway in the Greenhouse Gas
Emissions credit, and LCA Materials pathway were cost intensive and could be reviewed in the context of Industrial buildings.

55
points

Note: Innovation points are an average across currently rated projects

Because those 55 points were based on an
earlier version of the rating tool, a
comparison between the most frequently
targeted Design & As Built version 1.1 points
and the current version of the rating tool
(v1.3) was conducted and showed that up to
47 points could be readily pursued by project
teams.
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Points targeted on 50-75% of projects
In the 50-75% range, several points were identified as having the opportunity to have clearer guidance for Industrial assets to allow
projects to target these points more readily – in particular the IEQ category.

13
points

Points targeted on less than 50% of projects
Several points were generally not targeted for industrial projects. Of those, some were identified as opportunities where the rating tool
could improve guidance and provide alternative compliance requirements for Industrial assets.
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Maximising Green Star – Design & As Built for a Green
Star – Performance rating
While Green Star – Design & As Built sets criteria for assessing a new building’s construction, there are benefits to aligning credits in
Green Star – Design & As Built with outcomes for individual or portfolio Green Star – Performance certifications.
The following is a list of credits and outcomes that will help set Industrial assets up for success in a Green Star – Performance rating:

Green Star – Design &
As Built credit

Green Star – Performance
credit

Benefit

Building Information

Building Information

Building Information resources developed for the As Built
phase can be used to demonstrate compliance at the
operational phase in Green Star – Performance,
provided that a mechanism is used to ensure that the
building information is kept up to date.

Metering and Monitoring

Metering and Monitoring
Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Potable Water

Provides the ability for tenants to meter and monitor
energy and water use.
The ability to collect energy and potable water
consumption data is vital for Green Star – Performance
projects.

Commissioning & Tuning

Tuning and Commissioning

Commissioning and Tuning at the As Built phase will
ensure that nominated building systems are operating as
designed and installed, and set up good systems for
ongoing tuning and commissioning practices.

Commitment to Performance

Commitment to Performance

Commitment to Performance has a direct correlation
between rating tools to commit to setting and achieving
environmental performance targets.

Sustainable Transport

Sustainable Transport Program

The provision of active transport facilities are recognised
in both rating tools as a building feature.

Potable Water

Fire Protection Systems

The fire protection systems which reduce the potable
water consumption are recognised in both rating tools as
a building feature.

Light Pollution

Light Pollution

Minimising the light pollution to the night sky and
neighbouring bodies are recognised in both rating tools.

Refrigerant Impacts

Refrigerant Impacts

The refrigerant impacts associated with refrigeration and
air conditioning equipment are recognised in both rating
tools as a building feature.

Microbial Control

Microbial Control

Waterless heat rejection systems are recognised in both
rating tools as a building feature.
Legionella Control and Risk Management Policies or
policies developed for water based heat rejection
systems can be used at the operational phase of the
building.
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Tenants in Industrial Buildings
Broadly, for buildings with lettable tenanted spaces, Green Star – Design & As Built expects the building owner/developer to deliver
solutions within the lettable area of a building that meets the Green Star credit criteria, not the tenant. Industrial facilities are frequently
built with a single tenant in mind, who operate the whole building, and as such the tenant often has very specific requirements which
heavily influence the as-built outcome.
This section sets out expectations where a tenant delivers outcomes included in a credit, or where the base building is delivering
tenant outcomes. Because the scope of tenants in Industrial Facilities has been considered in this document, projects adopting the
pathways in this document are not eligible to use the Fitout Scope Guidance Document.

Tenant Scope
As with an integrated office fitout, credits for Industrial assets are assessed based upon the finished space at the time of practical
completion. Any changes made by a tenant prior to practical completion and delivered by the base building owner must be included in
this assessment.
For example, where a tenant has requested changes to the mechanical systems, or changed the distribution of ventilation openings in
a space prior to practical completion, each space must comply with the corresponding Credit Criteria for the points to be awarded.
Where building attributes have been installed by the building owner, regardless of whether they are tenant owned or not, it is
expected they’re included in the scope of the rating (excluding established exemptions for process loads).

Formal Agreements
In some instances, tenants may be responsible for some aspects of the building’s completion. Where guidance in this document
refers to ‘Formal Agreements’ because tenants may be responsible for delivering outcomes, the following is required to demonstrate
compliance:
Guidance (e.g. Tenancy Fitout Guide) describing the proposed outcomes of the building for the tenant and examples of how these
can be achieved; and


For speculative buildings: a model lease clause outlining a tenant’s obligation to meet the credit requirements outlined in
the fitout guide, and a commitment letter from the owner to include the model lease clause in all leases;



For leased buildings: a signed lease agreement outlining a tenant’s obligation to meet the credit requirements in the fitout
guide, signed by both lessee and lessor

or
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Credit Criteria Guidance
Using this Document
Guidance provided in this document is intended for Class 7b or 8 Industrial facilities (and class 5 portions within the building) as
defined by the NCC. The guidance in this document is in addition to the Submission Guidelines unless expressly stated otherwise.
Project teams wanting to adopt amended criteria must use the document guidance in full. Where new pathways have been created for
credits – such as the Greenhouse Gas Emissions or Life Cycle Impacts credits – project teams may opt to use the ones in this
document or the ones in the submission guidelines.
Industrial-specific pathways can be found in the existing Green Star – Design & As Built v1.3 scorecard, calculators and submission
templates and are available for download from the Resources Portal https://www.gbca.org.au/greenstar-manager/.

Management
2 Commissioning and Tuning
2.2 Building Commissioning
Air Permeability Testing 2.2.3: For unconditioned space, in particular warehouse space, the requirements for Air Permeability Testing
2.2.3 may be excluded. All other spaces, including office or refrigerated warehouse spaces are considered as conditioned spaces and
are considered applicable to the credit criterion. Where there is a specific use where project teams would like to make exempt, project
teams may submit a Technical Question to the GBCA. Refer FAQ-00064.
Where the project is being delivered as speculative (without a tenant): the following guidance has been adopted from the Green Star
– Design & As Built: Fitout scope guidance document. Commissioning plan to include guidance for tenants with regards to their
commissioning to avoid impact on base building systems, including handover documentation. Template commissioning method
statements for expected tenant plant shall be provided in assessment documentation. Statements shall cover all nominated systems,
not limited to heating, cooling, ventilation, supplemental units, lighting, metering, hot water, cold water, fire and controls.
Commissioning is still required for any systems where commissioning is possible.
2.3 Building Systems Tuning
Where the project is being delivered as speculative (without a tenant): the following guidance has been adopted from the Green Star
– Design & As Built: Fitout scope guidance document. Tuning of tenant installed systems is exempt, but base building air handling,
heating and cooling systems must be tuned irrespective of whether tenants have modified it or not.

3 Adaptation and Resilience
3.1 Implementation of a Climate Adaptation Plan
3.1.5 Implementation of the Climate Adaptation Plan: Where a project is located within an industrial complex, an individual project
within the site boundary may demonstrate compliance with the Adaptation and Resilience credit using a site wide Climate Adaptation
Plan.
The compliance requirements outlined under 3.1.5 Implementation of the Climate Adaptation Plan must be addressed on an individual
project level. Where a climate change and adaptation risk assessment has been undertaken at a precinct level, there is no need for a
project within that precinct to undertake a new risk assessment. The project is however required to prepare a project specific climate
change adaptation plan and identify the design features that mitigate the risks identified, in accordance with the credit criteria.
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6 Metering and Monitoring
The aim of the Metering and Monitoring credit is to recognise the implementation of effective energy and water metering and
monitoring systems. For industrial buildings where a tenant controls most or all of the systems in a building, metering and monitoring
is useful to distinguish the process loads from other energy and water uses in the building. The following guidance is provided to
clarify the asset owner’s obligations under Green Star.
6.0 Metering
As per the Submission Guidelines, a minimum of one meter per system is to be provided and commissioned by the base building. The
installation of tenant sub-meters for specific tenant uses is not required.
For speculative builds: the system must demonstrate sufficient spare capacity to accept tenant sub-meters for HVAC, lighting, power,
water, gas and tenant process loads. The base building may not rely on uninstalled tenant meters for calculations, error or leak
detection.
6.1 Monitoring Systems
For speculative builds: where base building metering and monitoring strategy relies on connection of tenant meters, guidance must be
created for tenants regarding metering requirements, including rules for connection of meters and programming of monitoring
systems. Project teams to demonstrate this guidance has been created for tenants via a Formal Agreement.

8 Operational Waste
The aim of the operational waste credit is to recognise projects that implement a waste management plan that facilitates the re-use,
upcycling, recycling or conversion of waste into energy, and stewardship of items to reduce the quantity of outgoing waste. It is
acknowledged that Operational Waste streams for industrial facilities differ from other building classes and are dependent on the
tenant due to the high variability in production activities. The following guidance allows project teams to work with tenants to provide
outcomes tailored to the tenant waste streams.
8A Performance Pathway – Specialist Plan
Where the tenant has an Operational Waste Management Plan (OWMP) which will be implemented during the operational phase of
the building, it may be used to demonstrate compliance with the Performance Pathway – Specialist Plan requirements.
Where sorting and/or storage facilities exist within an industrial park where the building is located, these may be used to meet the
compliance requirements of the OWMP, however the project team are required to demonstrate the building’s waste profile has been
accounted for in sizing these facilities.
8B Prescriptive Pathway – Facilities
8B.1 Separation of Waste Streams:
Project teams may meet the compliance requirement by demonstrating this guidance has been created for tenants via a Formal
Agreement. Waste streams for offices spaces to include paper and cardboard, glass, plastic and one other waste stream.
Warehouse/manufacturing areas are required to provide at least four waste streams which respond to the applicable waste streams of
the production (where they vary from those in office spaces).
The project must demonstrate compliance with 8B.2 Dedicated Waste Storage Area and 8B.3 Access to Waste Storage Area.
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Indoor Environment Quality
Nominated spaces
As laid out in the Green Star – Design & As Built submission guidelines, the nominated area refers to the areas of a building which
are nominated as relevant to particular credit criteria. Credits within the Indoor Environment Quality category make reference to
‘nominated area’. The nominated area can include primary, secondary, and tertiary area types, as outlined in the table below.
The following section provides guidance on the recommended application of nominated areas to typical spaces within Industrial
buildings, as well as expected inclusions and exclusions for each credit. The predominant use of the space determines the space type
classification.
At assessment, project teams are required to justify to Green Star assessors why each space has been given these classifications.
Where project teams seek to include spaces within a nominated area, they are to justify to the assessor based on the function of the
space. Where project teams seek to exclude areas from credits due to functional requirements, the project team must submit an Area
Definition Request to the GBCA for approval. Project teams are encouraged to contact the Technical Coordinator where they have
specific questions regarding their project.

Common Industrial Spaces
The following is a guide to common spaces within Industrial assets.
Warehouse floor (Speculative, manufacturing or production line): Considered Primary space where people are expected to stay
for extended periods of time
Distribution warehouse space (with racking): Considered Secondary space as the space will be accessed continuously for an
extended period of time.
Storage: Where long-storage exists in spaces which are accessed less than once a day. Typically considered tertiary space, though
is subject to some credit requirements as outlined in the Indoor Environment Quality Credit Guidance Table below.
Refrigerated: Temperature controlled spaces installed for tenants prior to Practical Completion. Considered as secondary space
where it is continuously accessed for more than two hours (e.g. refrigerated distribution). Considered tertiary where the space is
accessed intermittently (e.g. cold store).
Office: Class 5 sections of an Industrial building. Although the office spaces are used in a more transitory way than offices in a typical
Class 5 building, these are still generally considered Primary spaces. Breakout areas such as kitchens and bathrooms are considered
Secondary. Storage, corridors or plant room within office spaces are considered Tertiary.
Loading docks: Typically considered an external area or a Tertiary space (depending on the location) though is subject to some
credit requirements as outlined in the Indoor Environment Quality Credit Guidance Table.
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Indoor Environment Quality Credit Guidance
Green Star –
Design & As
Built credit

Nominated
Areas

Applicable
Industrial Spaces

Guidance

9.1 Ventilation
System
Attributes

Primary &
Secondary

Warehouse floor,
Office spaces,
Distribution, and
Storage spaces

Refer to FAQ 00148 for further information regarding access
to both sides of Fan Coil Units.

Primary &
Secondary

Warehouse floor,
Office spaces,
Distribution, and
Storage areas

Refrigerated spaces can be excluded from this credit.

9.2 Provision of
Outdoor Air

9.3 Exhaust or
Elimination of
Pollutants

Primary &
Secondary

Warehouse floor,
Office spaces,
Distribution, and
Storage areas

Where no mechanical ventilation systems have been
installed in the nominated areas, these spaces must meet
the natural ventilation requirements of 9.2C.

10.1 Internal
Noise Levels

Primary &
Secondary

Office spaces

10.2
Reverberation

Primary &
Secondary

Warehouse floor,
Office spaces, and
Distribution.

Primary &
Secondary

Between office spaces,
and any primary or
secondary spaces
adjacent to warehouse
floors, or fully enclosed
spaces within a
warehouse or
distribution floor.

Primary &
Secondary

Warehouse floor,
Office spaces,
Distribution,
Storage and
Refrigerated spaces

Primary &
Secondary

Warehouse floor,
Office spaces,
Distribution,
Storage and
Refrigerated spaces

10.3 Acoustic
Separation

11.0 Minimum
Lighting
Comfort

11.1 General
Illuminance and
Glare Reduction
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Green Star –
Design & As
Built credit

Nominated
Areas

Applicable
Industrial Spaces

Guidance

Where the Office space is less than 5% of GFA and less
than 1000sqm, this criterion can be considered ‘Not
Applicable,’ on the condition compliance with three of the
following criteria is demonstrated for the office spaces:

11.2 Surface
Illuminance

Primary &
Secondary

Office spaces



9.2 Provision of Outdoor Air;



9.3 Exhaust or Elimination of Pollutants;



10.1 Internal Noise Levels;



11.1 General Illuminance and Glare Reduction



12.1 Daylight;



14.1 Thermal Comfort.

Refer Note 1 for further information

Where the Office space is less than 5% of GFA and less
than 1000sqm, this criterion can be considered ‘Not
Applicable,’ on the condition compliance with three of the
following criteria is demonstrated for the office spaces:

11.3 Localised
Lighting Control

Primary &
Secondary

Office spaces



9.2 Provision of Outdoor Air;



9.3 Exhaust or Elimination of Pollutants;



10.1 Internal Noise Levels;



11.1 General Illuminance and Glare Reduction



12.1 Daylight;



14.1 Thermal Comfort.

Refer Note 1 for further information

12.0 Glare
Reduction

12.1 Daylight

07 August 2020

Primary

Warehouse floor,
Office spaces
(excluding secondary
spaces within these),
and External Loading
dock areas.

Primary

Warehouse floor,
Office spaces
(excluding secondary
spaces within these)

Daylight roof strips can be deemed compliant if they
comprise polycarbonate or similar translucent or opaque
materials. Where clear or transparent roof strips are used,
glare control devices or glare modelling will be required to
demonstrate compliance.
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Green Star –
Design & As
Built credit

Nominated
Areas

Applicable
Industrial Spaces

Guidance

Where the Office space is less than 5% of GFA and less
than 1000sqm, this criterion can be considered ‘Not
Applicable,’ on the condition compliance with three of the
following criteria is demonstrated for the office spaces:

12.2 Views

Primary

Office spaces
(excluding secondary
spaces within these)



9.2 Provision of Outdoor Air;



9.3 Exhaust or Elimination of Pollutants;



10.1 Internal Noise Levels;



11.1 General Illuminance and Glare Reduction



12.1 Daylight;



14.1 Thermal Comfort.

Refer Note 1 for further information

13.1 Paints,
Adhesives,
Sealants and
Carpets

These requirements are applicable to all internal
applications, regardless of being regularly occupied or not.
Whole Building

All internal applications

Primary &
Secondary

Office spaces

13.2 Engineered
Wood Products
14.1 Thermal
Comfort

New compliance pathway
14.2D Industrial spaces
One additional point is available where:
In office spaces:

a high degree of thermal comfort is provided
equivalent to 90% of all occupants being satisfied in
accordance with credit requirement 14.2,

14.2 Advanced
Thermal
Comfort

Primary &
Secondary

Office Spaces,
Warehouse floor
(primary only)

and
In warehouse primary spaces:

where they are Naturally Ventilated the internal
temperatures are within 80% of Acceptability Limit 1 of
ASHRAE Standard 55-2013


where they are Mechanically Ventilated Spaces – the
internal dry bulb temperature is maintained between
20oC and 24oC.



A combination of methods is acceptable

Two innovation points will be awarded in addition to the
Advanced Thermal Comfort point for achieving the above
requirements for warehouse primary spaces.
Project teams may also choose to make Advanced Thermal
Comfort ‘Not Applicable’ as per the submission guidelines.

Note 1: These credits can be made ‘Not Applicable’ due to the size of the nominated areas being a relatively small part of the overall
space being rated. The GBCA considers the outcome of making the credits ‘Not Applicable’ a more accurate reflection than awarding
the point for a compliant area of less than 5% of the building. Where the nominated area is more than 5% of the gross floor area, or
more than 1000sqm, the space is subject to credit requirements.
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Energy
15 Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Two new pathways have been developed specifically for Industrial projects and can be used as an alternative to existing pathways.
Both pathways have up to 15 points available. Project teams are not required to use either of these and may opt to use other relevant
pathways from the Submission Guidelines.
15H GHG Emissions Reduction – Industrial Prescriptive Pathway is a new prescriptive pathway catering to industrial projects.
15I GHG Emissions Reduction – On-site Renewable Pathway is a new pathway developed to encourage the uptake on on-site
renewable energy and move the project towards a ‘net zero’ outcome.
Refer to Appendix A of this document for full details of the developed pathways.

Transport
17. Sustainable Transport
A new prescriptive pathway has been created to reflect best practice sustainable transport outcomes for Industrial Assets. Project
teams are not required to use this pathway and may opt to use other relevant pathways from the Submission Guidelines when
pursuing this credit.
17C Prescriptive Pathway: Industrial
Nine points are presented, however a maximum of seven points can be awarded where projects provide access to sustainable
transport infrastructure as demonstrated using the below prescriptive criteria.
17C.1 Access by Public Transport: One point is available based on the accessibility of the site by public transport. Project teams to
demonstrate compliance in accordance with 17B.1.
17C.2 Reduced Car Parking Provision: One point is available where there is a reduction in the number of car parking spaces in the
proposed building site when compared to a standard practice building. Project teams to demonstrate compliance in accordance with
17B.2.
17C.3 Low Emission Vehicle Infrastructure
Five points are available where parking spaces and/or dedicated infrastructure is provided to support the uptake of low-emission
vehicles. One point is awarded for each of the following criteria:


17C.3A. 15% of parking is dedicated to fuel efficient vehicles, with a maximum of 5% for motorcycle parking;



17C.3B. 5% of parking is dedicated to electric passenger vehicles and charging infrastructure is provided for each space;



17C.3C. Parking for Car Share Vehicles



17C.3D. No parking spaces have been provided.



17C.3E. Low Emission facility transport (such as electrical buggies or share bicycles) is provided for use within an industrial
park. Project teams to demonstrate transport capacity is equivalent to 5% of the industrial park occupancy.

Project teams to demonstrate compliance for 17C.3A – 17C.3D in accordance 17B.3A – 17B.3A.
17C.4 Active Transport Facilities
Two points are available where end of trip facilities have been provided to a proportion of the building’s regular occupants as outlined
in Table 17C.4.1.
End of trip facilities are defined as showers, changing amenities with appropriate drying space, and lockers. Showers and bathrooms
provided to meet statutory accessibility requirements are not included in the calculation of end of trip facilities. There are no
requirements for bicycle storage.
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Table 17C.4.1 Active transport facilities requirements
Number of Regular Occupants

Showers

Lockers

0-12

1 (unisex)

1 secure locker must be provided for
every 8 regular building occupants in the

13-49

2

changing rooms. All lockers are to be
secure.

50-149

4

150-299

6

300-500

8

Greater than 500

Additional 2 per extra 250 occupants

17C.5 Proximity to Amenities
Two points are available where at least four (4) amenities are accessible by project occupants.
Amenities must be located:


within the boundary of an industrial park where the site is located; or



located offsite within a 500m radius of the centre of the project’s site

Amenities for industrial sites may include:


Break out spaces in adjacent buildings (must be accessible by all staff)



Cafés



Childcare



Grocery/convenience store



Gym or sports facility



Prayer room or place of respite



Recreational facility

The provision of high-quality outdoor break out space may also be included as an amenity. To claim the breakout space as an
amenity, the following requirements must be met:


The combined area is equivalent to at least 1% of the gross lettable area, or, where the occupancy is known, 2sqm per
person with a minimum of 40sqm;



The space is designed to be universally accessible, well lit, well ventilated, non-smoking and located to avoid noise, odour,
vehicle emissions and air pollution;



Shading to at least 50% of the space;



Screening from prevailing winds that have a frequency equal to or greater than 10% annually; and



A minimum area of 30% of the space is soft landscaping.

The amenity space can be provided as a part of a greater site wide solution.
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Materials
19. Life Cycle Impacts
A new prescriptive pathway has been created to reflect best practice outcomes for Industrial Assets. Project teams are not required to
use this pathway and may opt to use other relevant pathways from the Submission Guidelines when pursuing this credit.
19C Prescriptive Pathway: Industrial
Eight points are presented, however a maximum 6 points can be awarded where the project reduces the amount of building materials
used as demonstrated using the below prescriptive criteria.
19C.1 Life Cycle Impacts - Concrete
Up to 4 points are available.
19C.1.1 Portland Cement Reduction: Up to 3 points are available where the Portland cement content is reduced by 40%, measured
by mass across all concrete used in the project compared to the reference case. Points are available on a sliding scale to one decimal
place. Project teams to demonstrate compliance in accordance with 19B.1.1
19C.1.2 Water Reduction: Half a point is available where the mix water for all concrete used in the project contains at least 50%
captured or reclaimed water (measured across all concrete mixes in the project). Project teams to demonstrate compliance in
accordance with 19B.1.2.
19C.1.3 Aggregates Reduction: Half a point is available where either:
a)

At least 40% of coarse aggregate in the concrete is crushed slag aggregate or another alternative material (measured by
mass across all concrete mixes in the project), provided that use of such materials does not increase the use of Portland
cement by over five kilograms per cubic metre of concrete; or

b)

At least 25% of fine aggregate (sand) inputs in the concrete are manufactured sand or other alternative materials (measured
by mass across all concrete mixes in the project), provided that use of such materials does not increase the use of Portland
cement by over five kilograms per cubic metre of concrete.

Project teams to demonstrate compliance in accordance with 19B.1.3.
19C.2 Life Cycle Impacts – Steel
Up to 4 points are available.
Project teams may target points in both pathways.
19C.2.1 Reduced Mass of Steel Framing: Two points are available when there is a reduction in the mass of steel framing use when
compared to standard practice. Project teams to demonstrate compliance in accordance with 19B.2A.
19C.2.2 Reduced Mass of Steel Reinforcement: Two points are available when there is a reduction in the mass of steel
reinforcement used in concrete slabs when compared to standard practice. Project teams to demonstrate compliance in accordance
with 19B.2B.
19C.3 Life Cycle Impacts – Building Reuse
Project teams to demonstrate compliance in accordance with 19B.1.3.
19C.4 Life Cycle Impacts – Structural Timber
Project teams to demonstrate compliance in accordance with 19B.1.3.
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Emissions
29. Refrigerant impacts
29.1 Refrigerant Impacts
This point can be considered Not Applicable where the conditioned office space is less than 5% of the building (up to 500sqm) and
the remainder of the building is Naturally Ventilated/Unconditioned. The GBCA considers the outcome of making this credit ‘Not
Applicable’ a more accurate reflection than awarding the point for a compliant area of less than 5% of the building.
Where conditioned office space is more than 5% of the gross floor area, or more than 500sqm, the space is subject to credit
requirements.
Where conditioned office space is less than 5% of the building (up to 500sqm) and other systems exist for industrial spaces, the office
space may be excluded. All other systems must comply with the compliance requirements in the Green Star - Submission Guidelines.

Innovation
Whole building thermal comfort
Two points are available where Warehouse Floor primary spaces can demonstrate:


For Naturally Ventilated Spaces - the internal temperatures are within 80% of Acceptability Limit 1 of ASHRAE Standard 552013



For Mechanically Ventilated Spaces – the internal dry bulb temperature is maintained between 20oC and 24oC

A combination of methods is acceptable.
Project teams wanting to pursue alternative innovation pathways for Thermal Comfort should submit a Technical Question to the
GBCA.
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Questions? Feedback?
Contact us at greenstar@gbca.org.au
www.gbca.org.au
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